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Document Status

• draft-ietf-alto-reqs-07 (published 2011-01-24)
  – Lots of document cleanup
  – Move non-requirements text to draft-ietf-alto-deployments

• WGLC on -07 from 2011-02-10 to 2011-02-25
WGLC outcome (1)

• Thanks for extensive review to Richard Alimi (Editor draft-ietf-alto-protocol)

• Thanks for additional reviews to
  – Nico Schwan Michael Scharf (Co-Authors 3pdisc draft)
  – Reinaldo Penno (Co-Author ALTO&CDN draft)

• The draft generally is in a good shape

• The reqs are in-line with the protocol and discovery work
  – No unfulfilled reqs or additional reqs, nor other conflicts have been identified
WGLC outcome (2)

• The reqs won’t harm the still young CDN work
  – It can be hardly imagined that the reqs will be in conflict with future CDN use cases and solutions
  – If they come up with (CDN-specific) additional reqs they should document them in their drafts.

• Lots of spelling, grammar, and nits were fixed in draft-ietf-alto-reqs-08 (published 2011-03-14)
Document Status and Next Steps

• draft-ietf-alto-reqs-07
  – Lots of document cleanup
  – Move non-requirements text to draft-ietf-alto-deployments

• WGLC on -07 from 2011-02-10 to 2011-02-25
  – No significant issues were identified
  – Minor issues fixed in draft-ietf-alto-reqs-08

• Next step:
  submit draft-ietf-alto-reqs-08 to IESG